
 
  

Pole work exercise 
Week 4 
 

 

Exercise: 
 
This exercise encourages your pony to walk, trot and canter in a consistent rhythm, staying 
balanced on the turns. It’s also a great one for ponies who rush, as the turns allow you to gain a 
little more control, if you ride them correctly!  
  
 

• Start nice and simple, riding in straight lines over all of the poles individually, from lots of 
different directions.  
 

• As a warmup, to help encourage inside bend, you can ride it as a full circle in walk from 
end to end of the poles, but I think it will be too difficult in trot and canter.   
 

• Then you can begin to link the red poles together in a semi-circle. You can do this on both 
reins, planning ahead with your eyes and using your inside/outside legs to control your 
pony round the turn.  
Outside leg is for keeping your ponies bum in around the turn and your inside leg is to 
help him stay balanced around the turn. Remember it should go head, shoulders, ribs then 
bottom in a nice banana shape. Not a wing round the corners.  

 
• You can also use the X in the centre to ride over in a straight line from both C to A or  

E to B.  
 



 
 
 
 
 

Remember to: 
 

• Plan your turns nice and early 
 

• Look where you are going 
 

• Pick your line and stick to it  
 

• Soft, bent elbows to help with steering and control  
 

• Keep an eye on your canter leads. If you need to do a circle at any point to 
change canter leads or regain your balance and rhythm, please do. It’s 
much better to fix the trot and canter before the poles than when you get 
there.  
 

• Use the corners to regain your balance! Don’t be afraid to go down into 
walk or trot, or even add a halt in if you feel your pony is getting faster and 
stronger. Or if he is being lazy, transitions will help to wake him up!   

 
 
To make it trickier: 
Raise the poles using potty’s, blocks or wings. They don’t need to be particularly 
high, but this helps get your pony to use his bottom. With raised poles, you don’t 
need to tip forward into the jumping position, just sit nice and deep in your 
saddle with soft knees and soft hands. The more you can let him move the better!  
 
My pony is rushing? 
If you find he is rushing before the poles, try a 10m circle in front of the first pole, 
to help keep him thinking J But remember to keep your eyes and shoulders 
where you are going and use your legs to help you steer onto your straight line – 
it will all come up quite quickly. Or, you can add a halt or walk transition before 
the poles, only moving off when you ask, not when he decides.  
 


